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A Perfect Storm: Cloud Computing and JiTT 

Ann Perbohner, Dartmouth College  

Just-in-Time Teaching (JiTT) uses cloud computing based services where students are engaged in online 
learning activities on their own time as they address and answer exercises and questions that are 
directly related to their course material. Student responses are then used to form the basis or starting 
point for a classroom discussion led by their librarian.  

Over several years I have been transitioning my classroom teaching from a blend of paper-based and 
PowerPoint lectures or extensive live search demonstrations, to more and more use of cloud-based 
tools that can be utilized outside the classroom. To maximize classroom time I began using an online 
survey tool to guide students through active learning exercises that cover much of the material I would 
have explored with them in a live classroom demonstration. To my surprise, I found myself planning my 
classroom time with them based around their specific responses to the online exercises or open ended 
questions. This approach of engaging the crowd has made the classes more enjoyable for the students 
and faculty.  

Depending on the specific course and faculty request, my instruction might include a mixture of online 
exercises (SurveyMonkey), word clouds (IBM or Wordle), mindmap (to demonstrate the flow of 
scientific information) screencasts (Jing or Camtasia Relay), and a variation of Google Jockeying. This 
presentation will include instruction ideas that can be implemented right away with little or no cost. 

Beyond Second Life:  An Exploration of Real Libraries in Virtual Worlds 

Rebecca Miller, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College; Jorie Porter, Louisiana 
State University; Jenna Ryan, Louisiana State University; Nancy Colyar, Louisiana State University  

Second Life has fascinated the world of higher education since the virtual world’s launch in 2003.  The 
presence of libraries in virtual worlds elicits many diverse reactions, ranging from excessive enthusiasm 
to absolute disapproval.  Pulling together library research, corporate discussions, and popular literature, 
this poster will also incorporate the research and anecdotal evidence that shaped the presenters’ 
depiction of libraries in virtual worlds such as Second Life.  This poster offers a broad view of the 
relationship between virtual worlds and libraries, and the realistic measures that should be considered 
when libraries discuss their presence within a virtual world.   

Creating and Marketing a Free Web-Based Listing of Grant, Scholarship and Other Funding Types: 
ScanGrants as a Case Study 

Hope Leman, Center for Health Research and Quality Samaritan Health Services  



This session will discuss the creation of the free Web-based service, ScanGrants, a listing of grants, 
scholarships and other funding types in the health sciences. It will cover issues of copyright and 
marketing to libraries. 

ScanGrants is a Web-based listing of grant, scholarship and other funding types in the health sciences. 
ScanGrants is an example of how librarians can employ free Web 2.0 tools such as those of FeedBurner 
and Google Analytics to create free services for clients. It will also cover the process of marketing a free 
service via articles about it in library periodicals (e.g., Computers in Libraries, the Journal of Electronic 
Resources in Medical Libraries) and via intensive blogging and the cultivation of relationships with 
bloggers in the field of search and e-Medicine and presentations about the service at professional library 
conferences and related gatherings (e.g., Medicine 2.0). Other matters to be covered: copyright matters 
vis-à-vis the aggregation and repackaging of material from the sites of funders; the relationships formed 
between librarians who create such resources and those who agree to add those services to their own 
electronic offerings; and the importance of creating non-library, relationships in the Open Source, 
search and Web 2.0 realms. Finally, it will discuss how librarians who create such services learn, in the 
process, the ins and outs of professional publication and public speaking and garnering grant money for 
further development of the service.  

Performance Archive Search Tool: A New Means to Access Detroit’s Cultural History 

Paul Gallagher, Wayne State University  

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra (DSO) and Michigan Opera Theatre (MOT) both faced the same 
challenge, large archival collections, large performance histories, and a rich cultural history inaccessible 
to the public.  As part of an ongoing partnership with Wayne State University Libraries and the School of 
Library and Information Science, the Performance Archive Search Tool (PAST) was created to provide 
access to Detroit’s cultural history.  PAST is a web-based search application that provides a unique 
federated approach to discovering both performance and archival histories. 

Architecturally, PAST leverages information from the open-source Archivists’ Toolkit (AT), and a custom 
performance history database named PAST Dates.  Developed using Microsoft .Net and the Lucene.Net 
search library, PAST provides a discovery system not seen in traditional archival search engines.  Users 
can interact with archival items, view related performances, and browse collections in a unique “files 
and folders” mechanism.   

PAST was developed for no cost, and entailed numerous creative approaches to eliminate the expense 
of traditional software and digital repository development.  Staffing is provided via collaboration with 
Wayne State University’s School of Library and Information Science with a new “Fine and Performing 
Arts Librarian” specialization.  Several volunteer librarians assist with the management of the project, 
providing both digitization and cataloging expertise, and community experts help in the revision of 
historical information.  



Originally developed during an Institute of Museum and Library Services grant project titled “Educating 
the 21st Century Fine and Performing Arts Librarian,” PAST is currently undergoing continued 
development funded by Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and will be made open-source Fall 2011. 

Attendees can gain insight into an open source development project, including the methods employed 
to develop for non-relational searching systems.  Additionally, a review of collaboration methodologies 
utilized to solve complex resource issues, including staffing, creation of digital repositories, and 
developing technology on a budget. 

Riding the Wave: Using Google for Library Committee Collaboration 

Teressa Keenan, The University Of Montana 

Abstract: A task force on Bibliographic Standard Record for Visual Materials was formed to assist the 
Standards Committee of the Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC SCS) in their efforts in extending 
the reach of the Bibliographic Standard Record (BSR) to formats other than books.  Members of the 
nationwide-task force had a short time frame to complete their charge, so an easy-to-learn, efficient, 
dependable, low cost collaborative software tool was needed.  Task force members chose to use Google 
Wave and Google Docs.  This combination enabled members to have discussions, either synchronously 
or asynchronously,  as needed; track decisions;  and edit documents jointly.  The process was not 
without its problems. However, the overall consensus of the group was that the software worked well 
for collaborative library work.   This presentation will describe how the task forced made use of Google 
Wave and Google Docs to complete their charge, including what worked well and what could have been 
done differently. 

Subject Repository Development as an Act of Virtual Community Creation 

Jessica Adamick, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 

The University of Massachusetts Amherst hosts the Ethics in Science and Engineering National 
Clearinghouse (ESENCe), a newly launched subject repository for materials on the responsible conduct 
of research in science and engineering. This repository faces the particular challenge of building a 
community of users across science and engineering disciplines, and has employed a number of 
strategies to generate community engagement. The community consists of two potentially overlapping 
parties: authors who submit materials and site users. To recruit authors, past NSF ethics education grant 
recipients were contacted to request materials. Content recruitment projects can be seen as advertising 
opportunities, as the producers of materials can also be users. Users were engaged by clearly conveying 
information turnover and by utilizing various social web tools. These methods of creating an interactive 
community of authors and users are an integral part of ESENCe's mission as a responsive subject 
repository. 

Texting call numbers from the catalog: A look at a semester of use at the SDSU library 

Keven Jeffery, San Diego State University; Brian Moore, San Diego State University  



At the beginning of the 2010 Spring Semester the SDSU library added the ability to text book call 
numbers from the catalog to a patron’s cell phone. This poster will present the usage characteristics for 
the first five months, including the subject area of the book; whether the student was in the library, 
elsewhere on campus, or off; and the cell provider used. The impact of this service on the emailing of 
saved book lists from the catalog will also be examined. 

TTYL IRL: Strategies and Tools for Remote Library Teams 

Susan Teague-Rector, Virginia Commonwealth University; Erin White, Virginia Commonwealth University  

In the current economic climate, libraries can benefit from offering employees the option to 
telecommute. ---- University Libraries Web team is experimenting with remote work by allowing Web 
librarians to work from home part-time (one team member is 80% offsite; the other is 10% offsite). The 
team is testing several tools and methods to promote virtual communication and collaboration. This 
poster session will outline both the opportunities and challenges of successful collaboration and 
communication in a virtual environment. The team will provide a list of best practices for virtual 
meetings, daily communication and brainstorming. Charts will list tools and technologies being used, as 
well as success rates, pros and cons, and recommendations for each tool. This session is geared to 
libraries considering remote teams, to those librarians working remotely and to anyone interested in 
learning more about online collaboration tools. 

Using virtualized or cloud resources for storage or computing in libraries 

Nancy Colyar, Louisiana State University and Agricultural & Mechanical College  

Seeking to save money and be better prepared for disasters both natural and man-made, my library has 
used local and outside physical and virtual servers.  

Web Design with the Brain in Mind: insights from cognitive & information science 

Adelle Frank, University of North Texas     

Web designers and developers can follow Steve Krug's clarion usability call to "Don't Make Me Think!" 
by applying recent insights into human psychology, information behavior and brain function. A survey of 
recent topics in cognitive and information science as they apply to web development;  includes 
examples from the presenter's experience as a web developer.   


